
Study-Create-Renew 
  

The work-a-day treadmill is often described as “Work-Eat-Sleep-Work again” with 

evenings and part of the weekend set aside for leisure time (if one can afford to take such leisure 

time given the chores of maintaining a life). On the treadmill, a person trades his/her frenetic 

pace for a regular income and some additional benefits.  

I decided long ago never to get on the treadmill longer than it took to earn the income to 

get off. My work-a-day sequence is spread out over months and it goes something like “Study-

Create-Renew”. I have noticed time and again that my creative spurts were preceded by bouts of 

personal study, both in martial arts and in other fields, via books or other media.  

At a seminar, a student who regularly read Sunday with Sensei’s Journal asked me how I 

kept coming up with articles week after week, year after year. I responded with a bit of 

deflection, mentioning that I usually have several months’ of articles prepped in advance. I did 

not tell him that I go months without a new idea and then Bam!—one article leads to three or 

four in a row.  

Similarly, on the phone, a customer encouraged me to keep coming up with ideas for the 

seminars that resulted in the DVDs he enjoyed. Once again, admitting no lack of ideation, I 

assured him that I would continue the creativity (without telling him that my subject list would 

run dry three seminars from the time of that phone call). And yet, I have confidence that, after a 

little rest and several days or weeks of delving into my library of books and videos, that some 

tidbit from one of my own past seminars or some errant concept thrown out in another 

instructor’s presentation will inspire me to develop another approach to what I do, or perhaps, an 

entirely different way to train in Aiki, Karate, or Seiken Budo.  

Having graduated college with the idea that I would become a professor of English 

Literature, I committed myself to lifelong learning. Having realized a decade later that a PhD 

would probably not be in the offing, I did not shrink from that original commitment to learning, 

but applied it to any type of knowledge that could be reconceived with a martial arts emphasis. I 

am therefore constantly purchasing a Teaching Company course, going back over self-

development audiotapes (I had too many to convert them all to CDs), and taking a book from one 

of my scads of library shelves to review my underscores and margin notes. Inevitably that 

commitment to learning produces a new set of neural connections and I discover a new topic for 

a seminar, an article, or a Facebook post. Sometimes, just writing the article or outlining the 

seminar spurs yet another idea to be fleshed out later.  

There are times, of course, when study does not feel right and the ideas are not flowing. I 

take this as a sign that I need to renew. Renewal means doing something I would not normally 



think of doing in the process of being creative: traveling, connecting with friends, or attending to 

a list of things that I had put aside during the studying or the creative phase. I might even clean 

my house, throw in an extra workout, or take a walk around the condo grounds. Renewal soon 

folds over to boredom, however, so I may have to start a new project that I know I may never 

complete, the stimulation from which helps me think of what I want to study or create. 

The cycle of Study-Create-Renew is not unique to me, of course. Many people with a 

creative bent experience the same sort of sequence. What about creative martial artists? In what 

way does the cycle affect them, and what do they produce as a result? 

More on this next time. 

 

 


